Schedule of Classes by Attribute Winter 2020-2021

ADAN  Data and Analytics elective
50051  GBUS610  HSR  Data Vis & Pred. Analytics

ADM  Public Hist Administration
50083  BLAW200  HSR  Legal Environment of Business
50061  MGMT211  ON1  Management
50063  MKRT212  HSR  Marketing

AMSA  American Studies Area A
50021  HIST104  OL  America in the World 1596-1877
50022  HIST322  OL  American Century US Since 1945

ATAT  Accounting Theory elective
50048  BUDV482  ON1  Internship in Business

BCEL  Broadcast and Society elective
50028  JOUR320  OL  First Amend in Digital Age

BCST  Broadcast and Society
50027  JOUR105  OL  Communications Law and Ethics

CAA  CAA-Area Req-Aesth Dimensions
50018  CREA101  OL  Intro to the Creative Arts

CAIC  Corp Acct Intern Contrl elec
50048  BUDV482  ON1  Internship in Business

CAL  CAL-Area Req-Literature
50020  ENGL253  OL  The Short Story

CAN  CAN-Area Req-Natural Science
50052  ASTR010  OL1  Astronomy
50053  ASTR010  OL2  Astronomy
50054  BIOL020  EVE  Nutrition
50055  BIOL025  OL1  Human Biology
50057  CHEM010  OL1  Chemistry in the News
50058  CHEM025  08  Concepts Environmental Chem

CAQ  CAQ-Area Req-Quant Reasoning
50067  MATH010  OL1  Finite Mathematics
50070  MATH110  LAB  Calculus I-Lab
50069  MATH110  LEC  Calculus I
50073  MATH115  LAB  Calculus II-Lab
50071  MATH115  LEC  Calculus II
50078  QBUS110  HSR  Math for Decision Making II

CAS  CAS-Area Req-Soc Sci Perspect
50019  EDUC210  OL  Issues in Contemp American Ed
50041  SOC101  OL  The Sociological Perspective

CDA  CDA-Disc Req-Creative Arts
50018  CREA101  OL  Intro to the Creative Arts

CDE  CDE-Disc Req-ENGL
50030  ENGL101  OL  Introduction to Literature

CDH  CDH-Disc Req-HIST
50031  HIST101  OL1  Shaping of Contemporary World
50032  HIST101  OL2  Shaping of Contemporary World
50021  HIST104  OL  America in the World 1596-1877

CDN  CDN-Disc Req-Natural Science
50052  ASTR010  OL1  Astronomy
50053  ASTR010  OL2  Astronomy
50054  BIOL020  EVE  Nutrition

50055  BIOL025  OL1  Human Biology
50057  CHEM010  OL1  Chemistry in the News
50086  CHEM100  ON1  Intro to Forensic Science

CDP  CDP-Disc Req-PHIL
50034  PHIL101  OL  Philosophy and the Human Being
50035  PHIL103  OL  Reason and Argument

CDQ  CDQ-Disc Req-Quant Analysis
50015  ATDV110  OL  Statistics for Social Science
50067  MATH010  OL1  Finite Mathematics
50070  MATH110  LAB  Calculus I-Lab
50069  MATH110  LEC  Calculus I
50073  MATH115  LAB  Calculus II-Lab
50071  MATH115  LEC  Calculus II

CDR  CDR-Disc Req-RELG
50039  RELG101  OL  Religion in Western Culture
50040  RELG181  OL  Experiences of the Sacred

CDS  CDS-Disc Req-Social Science
50019  EDUC210  OL  Issues in Contemp American Ed
50041  SOC101  OL  The Sociological Perspective

CFD  CFD-Fran Concern-Diversity
50020  ENGL253  OL  The Short Story
50061  MGMT211  ON1  Management

CFH  CFH-Fran Concern-Heritage
50084  FILM200  OL  Introduction to Film Studies
50022  HIST322  OL  American Century US Since 1945

CFJ  CFJ-Fran Concern-Soc Justice
50083  BLAW200  HSR  Legal Environment of Business
50027  JOUR105  OL  Communications Law and Ethics
50080  NURS408  OL1  Health Policy and Nursing

CFN  CFN-Fran Concern-Nature
50058  CHEM025  08  Concepts Environmental Chem
50038  PSYC355  OL  Sensation and Perception
50082  QBUS200  HSR  Business Statistics I - Lab
50081  QBUS200  ON1  Business Statistics I

COGB  Cognitive Science Area B
50038  PSYC355  OL  Sensation and Perception

DASC  Data Science minor elective
50070  MATH110  LAB  Calculus I-Lab
50069  MATH110  LEC  Calculus I
50074  MATH230  OL1  Linear Algebra

ENLR  Lower Range English elect req
50020  ENGL253  OL  The Short Story

ENTR  Entrepreneurship elective
50055  BIOL025  OL1  Human Biology
50058  CHEM025  08  Concepts Environmental Chem

EXPH  Experiential History
50022  HIST322  OL  American Century US Since 1945

FCSE  Forensic Science
50047  ACCT420  ON1  Govmmnt+Not-For-Profit Acct

FILM  Film Studies